Many algorithms have been used to cluster genes measured by [1], hormonal and cellular oscillations [2, 3], enzymatic microarray across a time series. Instead of clustering, our goal was to pathways [4], and genetic regulatory pathways [5]. 
11], k-nearest neighbor [12] , dendrograms [13] [14] [15] [16] , binary ics; yeast. transition networks [17] , naïve Bayes modeling [18] , cluster affinity search technique [19] , super-paramagnetic clustering [20] , simulated annealing [21] , and relevance networks [22, 23] .
However, aside from binary transition networks, none of these other methods have been used to take specific advantage of the temporal aspect of the data. In other words, even 1. INTRODUCTION if the time-point units were changed (e.g., from minutes to hours), the clusters would all remain the same. Analyzing
Many Data Models for Genes Exist in Clustering
these types of experiments without taking advantage of the Algorithms, but None Take Specific Advantage of Time time series can cause essential clues to mechanistic coupling of the systems they measure to be missed, leading to two Time series experiments are well known to allow analysis problems. First, biological systems may simultaneously cyof complex biological processes involved in development cle at many different frequencies, on the order of microseconds to minutes (for example, insulin fluctuation from meal days (lutenizing hormone and follicular stimulating hormone time in gene-gene associations (i.e., data that were collected over minutes instead of hours). levels in female reproduction), to years (onset of puberty).
Instead of clustering genes by similarity in temporal patExcessive a priori focus on one particular frequency may terns, in this report, our goal was to use time-series data to miss correlations at other lower or higher frequencies.
compare all pairs of genes to determine whether there was Second, it has previously been shown that genes highly evidence of a significant phase shift in the pair, suggesting correlated in expression values may share similar function a biological relationship. The classic way to study periodicity [13] . For many applications, finding genes that share funcin the propagation of signals is using the Fourier transformation is sufficient. However, genes (such as transcription faction. We show how gene expression measured across time tors) that regulate other genes may not demonstrate exprescan be treated as a discrete time-invariant digital signal, sion patterns that are perfectly synchronized with their and how this can lead to improved metrics for evaluating regulated genes. Instead, transcription factors may show a gene-gene associations across time. latency in expression corresponding to the time needed for activity to take place, or may cause a secondary amplification effect minutes or hours after their appearance. Without spe-1.2. Representing Gene Expression as a Discrete Time cific attention to phase delay, this type of control will be Signal missed.
There have been several methods published that specifi-A full introduction to signals and systems is beyond the cally address temporal changes in gene expression. Spellman scope of this report. The interested reader is referred to et al. used Fourier transforms to cluster genes based on introductory textbooks [29, 30] . A discrete time signal x[n] expression profiles during a cell cycle; however, their analyis a set of measurements x made at discrete evenly spaced sis used the a priori frequency of the cell cycle as the time points n. These signals are viewed as time-invariant, predominant frequency [24] . Similarly, Cho et al. compared meaning that although the measurements may change over gene expression patterns to hypothetical sine wave patterns time, the variability does not change. The signal processing using correlation coefficient, and Laub et al. compared patmethods used in this study assume that the dynamic properterns with the bacterial cell cycle [25, 26] . These three reports ties of gene expression are themselves constant over time. are limited in that they compared gene expression to a set In other words, the oscillatory patterns observed in the exof a priori patterns. pression measurements are fixed over time.
A sinusoidal signal is defined as Holter et al. used singular value decomposition to calculate the eigenvectors associated with a gene expression max [t] ϭ Acos (⍀ 0 t ϩ ), trix, then determined the modes of the eigenvectors, and then compared and sorted genes based on their similarity to where ⍀ 0 represents the frequency, A represents the amplithe eigenvectors [27, 28] . This helps organize genes based tude, and represents the phase shift. By computing the on those vectors with the highest degree of variance. One
Fourier transform of a signal, one can determine a set of problem is that the actual eigenvectors are dependent on sinusoidal signals of varying amplitudes and frequencies the particular genes being measured across the experiment.
that can be added together to restore the original signal. Analyzing the same experiment carried out using "limited
The power spectral density (P xx ) of a signal estimates the cancer chips" as opposed to "genome chips" is likely to power in a signal at discrete frequencies up to the Nyquist result in different eigenvectors.
frequency, in units of power per radian. The cross-spectral Aach and Church and Qian et al. approach temporal exdensity P xy quantifies, at each frequency, how much power pression analysis differently. Aach uses a time-warping algotwo signals have in common with each other. Each gene in rithm to determine a score of similarity of gene expression our data model is thus represented by a discrete time-invaripatterns across time; however, it is not clear how to tune the ant signal, which has a power spectral density as a property. analysis to particular gene-gene associations with a single desired phase shift (e.g., finding phase shifts of 5 min, when the data were collected every 7 min). Qian et al. take gene 1.3. Characterizing Gene-Gene Associations by expression patterns and shift these to determine the most Transfer Function Analysis optimal alignment. While this method takes advantage of the ordinality of the data points (i.e., one measurement temTransfer function analysis has previously been applied to other biological systems [31] . We hypothesize that every porally before another), it does not take specific advantage of potential association between two genes can be represented of shift relative to a period. A transfer phase shift of corresponds to a phase lag of a half wavelength; a phase as a system, where the expression pattern of one gene is the input, and the expression pattern of the other gene is the shift of Ϫ corresponds to a phase lead of a half wavelength. Both transfer gain and phase shift are more reliable at freoutput. This is diagrammed in Fig. 1 . Given the large number of genes for which we can measure expression, this means quencies where coherence is high. After representing each gene as a discrete time-invariant an even larger number of systems, one for each potential pairwise association. Our goal is to find those pairs of genes signal, the coherence, gain, and phase shift at multiple frequencies are calculated for every possible gene-gene with a strong phase shift and coherence as evidence of a potential biological system being present.
association. The coherence function (specifically the magnitude squared coherence) between two signals can be used as a measure of linearity, assuming that the signal-to-noise characteristics of each of the two processes being related is 2. METHODS high. It relates, at each frequency, variability quantified by the cross-spectral density to the variability quantified by the 2.1. Data source power spectral density of each signal. Coherence is defined as
We used publicly available RNA expression data from Stanford, containing the expression measurements of 2467
genes in S. cerevisiae after use of ␣ -pheromone to arrest cells in G1 [13, 24, 32] . Expression levels were measured at baseline and then every 7 min for 17 measurements. Fresh A coherence of 1 defines a relationship between two signals medium was added at 91 min. Missing time points were such that all oscillations of one signal are scalar multiples filled-in using linear interpolation between neighboring of corresponding oscillations of the other signal. A coherence points. of 0 (in the presence of high signal-to-noise) indicates the Measurements of all genes were compared against each two signals are not linearly related.
other, resulting in 3,041,811 total pairwise comparisons. For The transfer function between designated input and output each pairwise association, we calculated the coherence, gain, signals is and phase from the 9-point discrete Fourier transform of the input and output signals [33] . As the data set included only 18 points per signal, the FFT and derivatives yielded spectral
estimates at four frequencies: 0.0003, 0.0005, 0.0008, and 0.0011 Hz. These correspond to sinusoidal wavelengths of and estimates the signal amplification and latency properties 3333, 2000, 1250, and 909 s, respectively. Coherence and between a designated input and output. The arctangent of transfer function estimates were performed with software the complex valued transfer function is the transfer phase, written in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). and the absolute value yields the transfer gain. Transfer gain reflects the degree to which the input signal content, at each frequency, becomes manifest in output energy; the ratio is 2.2 Finding Putative Gene-Gene Associations 1 when there is no loss or gain of energy. Transfer phase shift ranges between Ϫ and and represents the degree For this experiment, we arbitrarily focused on gene-gene associations where one gene might be controlling another with a latency, or time delay, of between 4 and 6 min. We first calculated the amount of phase shift one would need at each frequency to equal 4 or 6 min, using the formula where m is the theoretical desired time delay in minutes, is the wavelength in minutes, and ⌽ is the transfer phase.
0.85, and r 2 ϭ 0.72. Larger graphs from this association are in Fig. 2 , and this interaction is described in more detail in The results of this are listed in Table 1 .
For each gene-gene association, we found those frequenthe next section. Association 5 links pol2, DNA polymerase epsilon large cies that had a phase shift between 4 and 6 min. We set a threshold minimum gain at those frequencies to 0.9, meaning subunit, and dpb2, the polymerase epsilon 80-kDa subunit. The Pearson's correlation coefficient for this association was minimal power lost at those frequencies (this threshold was arbitrary; if we were searching for interactions with high 0.72, and r 2 ϭ 0.52. These genes serve to limit entry into mitosis when chromosomal structure is damaged. Using a gain, possibly demonstrating amplification of signal, we could set this to be higher). If an association had at least two-hybrid approach, the C-terminal portion of pol2 was found to be sufficient to interact with dpb2 [35] . two consecutive frequencies meeting these criteria, the coherence at those frequencies was averaged and was used as Some of the other associations are between genes with indirect connections. For instance, association 14 links gcd7 a interaction score for that gene-gene association. This was repeated for each of the 3 million pairwise associations.
and rpo26. A third gene, mTOR, is known to control both RNA polymerase I and translation through eIF2B [36] . OxiThose gene-gene associations with a interaction score of 0.99 or higher were listed. Names and meanings for genes dative stress is known to use a serine/threonine phosphatase in causing neuronal death; however, the precise link between were found using the Yeast Protein Database at http:// www.proteome.com/databases. skn7 and sal6 in association 13 has not been proven [37] . ubc12 shares sequence similarity with other ubiquitin protein-conjugating enzymes; ubiquitination is known to be a step in the degradation of cytochrome c isozymes, including 3. RESULTS cyc1 and this could explain association 10 [38] . For association 15, a third gene, rfa1, is known to stimulate the activity of the kem1 protein [39] , and when this gene is mutated
Highly Ranked Gene-Gene Associations Seen in
along with xrs2, the resultant strain shows over 20,000-fold Saccharomyces cerevisiae increase in chromosomal rearrangements [40] . The rest of the associations had no known direct connecThere were 18 associations with a score high enough to tion to each other demonstrable from the biomedical literameet our criteria (Table 2) . Calculated Pearson's correlation ture. coefficients for these associations ranged from 0.04 to 0.85, with an average of 0.34.
We will highlight six associations from this list. Association 2 is between dhs1, a double-stranded DNA exonuclease, 3.2. Relationship between dhs1 and msh2 and msh2, a component of the DNA mismatch binding factor. Figure 2A shows the expression of dhs1 measured for These two genes are known to be associated in DNA repair.
120 min after initiation of cell cycle. Figure 2B shows a Tishkoff et al. performed a two-hybrid screening searching similar plot for the gene msh2. The curves appear similar, for genes encoding proteins that interact with msh2, and and the Pearson's correlation coefficient is 0.85. found exo1, another name for dhs1 [34] . The correlation Both genes have two large peaks that overlap. msh2 has coefficient between expression values in this association was one smaller peak, while dhs1 has two smaller peaks, and there is some overlap of these as well. These findings are visualized in the coherence plot in Fig. 2D . At a low fre- in amplitude were present, one would see a gain around 1.0. As shown in Fig. 2F , the large upswings and downswings classical static analysis of the expression data. We found in msh2 slightly precede similar activity in dhs1. At low another four associations with speculative links in the literafrequencies (the large peaks), there is a negative phase shift, ture; one must obviously be careful in using these explanameaning that the second gene msh2 is phase shifted later tions as definitive. However, one can say that whereas this than the first gene, dhs1.
technique may improve the sensitivity to detect potential biological gene-gene interactions that would otherwise have been missed, one limitation is that it may also worsen specificity due to the limited number of samples, as demonstrated 4. CONCLUSIONS by the 12 associations that could not be validated by the biomedical literature.
Summary of Findings
Of note, a set of commonly found false positives was not found by this technique. Specifically, within the list of 2467
In this work, we demonstrated that gene expression patmeasured genes, 14 represent duplicates of 6 genes (asp3, terns can be successfully treated as discrete time-invariant cup1, f lo8, hxt12, imp2, met31). These genes were listed signals, allowing analysis of gene pairs to determine phase under two separate accession numbers, and thus were duplishift and possibly temporality.
cated on the chips several times. Expression measurements Our analysis found 18 gene-gene associations with high for these genes should be identical under the duplicated coherence and gain at frequencies with a phase shift of 5 gene accession numbers, so these gene-gene associations min. Two of these have been well known to be associated are typically ranked highly when associations are sorted by in the biomedical literature. associations have no latency, while our list contained only REFERENCES those gene-gene associations with a 5-min latency. Another limitation is that this approach requires the time- drial elements that control resistance or sensitivity to apoptosis.
Multiple phase shifts should be tested to find short-term This technique should also be applied to other data sets, 
